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Cooperation in problem solving

A micro-culture
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highlighting theoretical constructs 



2. Theoretical perspectives 

micro-culture



Contemporary considerations for instruction 

growth of mathematics in human terms

tenta-
tive and evolving

organisation of understanding

relational view of meaning



enabling of 
meaning by conferring existence

ethnomathematics

enculturation

accul-
turation

theory of knowing  needs to be dialogical

social turn

tacit and personal components



Socio-cultural-historical perspectives 

Analytical priority to the social 

learner as a participant in a process



speech both signs and 
means

 

the instrumental act

mental functions lower
higher



Education 
cultural forms of behaviour

law of human development

inter-
nalisation transforms the process itself

relations among people underlie all higher functions
sociogenesis of higher forms of behaviour is the ba-

sic goal toward which the child’s cultural development

interpsychological functions
intrapsychological functions

voluntary behaviour

 

role of culture



Role of speech in solving problems 

functional importance of a word

School 
the opportunity to realise abilities

to a higher level of consciousness

active role of 
speech in solving problems



Luria’s stage wise study of concrete processes of thinking

Making meaning in ‘activity’ 

social consciousness

produced
transferral

formed



consciously realisable
activities

actions
operations

interaction with its materiality

the individual is objectivised
the object is subjectivised

defined
by the objective circumstances

in a way recognisable to the subject



language  not the creator of meaning

Personal sense a sense of something

Consciousness and utterance 

dialogism

consciousness as medium discourse the situation



contextual meanings
profoundly cognitive

contextual nature of meaning

any meaning
medium and materiality of signs

words
most sensitive index of 

social change

a speech genre



A cultural conception: meaning, cognition and artefacts 

action intentional counterpart of behaviour

meaning making intersubjective

Mean-
ing making and individuals converge in a culture

idealisation of personal meaning consolidated 
into a propositional form 

representational 
ready-mades symbolic means



formations of 
joint intentions

intersubjective meaning informs analysis

conception of culture

conception of an artefact



cognitive practice
by way of representations or artefacts

tool symbol

cultural nurture part of
biological nature

 

lan-
guage reshapes mental life 

convergence of individuals with cul-
ture through cognition



artefacts
ideal and material

cognition as 
distributed

to learn in situated activity

human sig-
nificance reified in artefacts



thinking with artefacts

Situative perspective: appropriation and participation  

culture location for mean-
ing making and cognition

social environ-
ment function

role

social environment possesses the ideal
ideal forms in any culture



acquisition of values

intramental functioning situated in cultural, 
historical and institutional settings

unique and concrete instances

dynamical analysis

 motivational, affective and norma-
tive factors

intelligence as social construction

practices as actions



learning is in the talk and 
the talk is heavily contextualised

concept of appropriation

appropriates
reproduction

everyday or 
intuitive knowledge



pluralistic 
view to relationships

guided participation

partici-
patory appropriation

changing their ways of

participation

What are the rela-
tionships between local practices that contextualise the ways people act together, 
both in and across contexts

knowing is 
a matter of participating in meaning



situative perspective framework theory
situated action cognition learning

situative

situative analysis



Discursive framework: collaboration and the ZPD 

collaborative and developmental continuum

practice-in-person-in-practice



teaching-learning
both horizontal and vertical

slow developing process of teaching-learning

Semiotic perspectives

a set of signs a set of rules
a set of relationships

recontex-
tulaised

realised appropriated

production of objects of 
knowledge



knowing
representing

socially-oriented creation

activity of knowing

knowledge artefacts

common knowledge

sharing of power



learning in adolescents con-
ceptual 

Spontaneous concepts 

Scientific concepts

education runs ahead of devel-
opment

zone of proximal development: the ZPD



know-how

scaffolding

under loan of consciousness, learning to think

appropriate each other’s understandings

objects-that-can-be-used-for-a-
certain-purpose

imitation



pedagogical methodology

Meaning making in teaching-learning 

meanings
relative and cumulative



Meaning-
ful mathematics

partici-
pating meaningfully

meaningful thinking in the classroom

classrooms microcosms of mathematical sense making

knowl-
edge meta-knowledge



Norms and practices intertwined with 
goals and means

content
As it is enacted in classroom relationships while students work on problems, the 
content is more than a series of topics.

the content is located in a mathematical territory where ideas are 
used and understood based on their relationships to one another within a field of 
study

different classroom cultures different affor-
dances and constraints

situational 
forces that shape curriculum

teacher-student and student-student interactions 

sphere 
of practice



to ascribe meaning essential to 
provide meaning

a meaning-producing foreground

A collaborative classroom practice

The consolidation of meaning Problem solving 
know-how Cooperative problem solving

enculturation

way 
of knowing



Mediated by teachers

devel-
opment of values and awareness re-
flect and make choices

narrative approach to learning

agent of one’s own learning

to value and explore intuitive processes

The consolidation of meaning



common sense

a collective process

corpus of social 
or cultural knowledge and values

to know means to justify 
conclusions

Problem solving in teaching-learning 



four stage method

Problem solving know-how

know-how on problem solving 

to know mathematics
meant to do to do meant know-how

know-how  meant problem-solving



tacit classroom culture of mathematics

artefacts fundamentally change the task

metacognition

simul-
taneously a cultural and cognitive phenomenon

membership constitutes 
mathematical thinking and knowing

deprived of an apprenticeship

denied access to doing and knowing



classroom processes

how time is devoted to problem 
solving

problem solving
in small episodes within lessons

Cooperative prob-
lem solving

goal-
directed tasks shared goals

how does the group create higher mental functions



representations
as arte-

facts

how representations evolve

 from representations to representing

repository of representations

enable and constrain
gateways to abstraction and generalisation



Cooperative problem solving
dis-

cursive role

graph both a medium
and a tool

trail making process of 
symbol use

actual 
reality vir-
tual reality

artefacts as mathematical objects 
 not independent of the discourse

symbolised into being



conditions of interaction
emerging mathematical goals 

 complexity of their coopera-
tion

individual-in-
social historical nature



3. Methodology, methods and fieldwork 

Implications of theoretical perspectives 

methodology experimental-developmental

uniquely human

student as the subject

the method of double stimulation

auxiliary stimuli
stimuli of speech



study of processes

historical, ge-
netic or developmental study

the time course of formation explain the pre-
sent state



Units of analysis and classification of artefacts  

unit of analysis

impor-
tance of social units

word meaning
as part of a system



Classification of artefacts 

physical artefacts

intel-
lectual artefacts

Primary artefacts

Secondary artefacts

Tertiary artefacts 



Category Description with example 
Primary Having a representation and meant for production 

Secondary Ways of working with primary artefacts
  
Tertiary Derived and abstracted with primary and secondary artefacts
  



Mediated action and agency 
mediated action

action

person thinking in mediated action

higher mental functions
modes of action

constrain as well as enable

moment of embedded action



me-
diated agency 

individual(s)-operating-with-mediational-means

individual(s)-speaking-
with-mediational-means

privileging

outcome in context



Participation in context 

participation in social practices

A collaborative classroom practice

teaching-learning  as context for par-
ticipation

bilingual teaching-learning

conscious participation



Theoretical knowing and knowledge artefacts  

spiral of knowing

knowledge 
artefacts

way of knowing



 ‘Activity’  

transformations in 
the pursuit of goals

his own his own his own

‘Activity of two group-tasks’ (See example in Chapter 7, p 200)
Activity Motive Action Goal Operations Conditions 

  



Empirical methodology 

On the philosophy of educational research 

learning

teaching 

way of think-
ing about learning

professional judgement

A naturalistic approach  



grounded in data

Axioms about Naturalistic paradigm 

advantages

reflective reflexive



effective means of understanding
effective means for under-

standing phenomena

Qualitative strategy and quality criteria 

inductive relationship

interpretative

outcomes of interactions

credibility

transferability 

dependability

objectivity



A mix of methods 

Ethnographic researcher practice 

thick description

to record what has been said

being
as an insider reflecting as an outsider



strong on reliability

ethnography question driven

Participant observation 
field notes

naturally occurring data

combined action and contemplation

dialectical in nature

part whole  knowledge action process product sub-
ject object being becoming  rhetoric reality structure func-
tion



role while taking notes

participant-as-observer

Survey by questionnaires 

respondent validation



feedback worksheets
responses of students 

to group-tasks
survey data

Problem solving tasks 

We simply have the choice of proceeding unscientifically, choosing tasks that 
seem interesting and just “seeing what happens,” or trying to proceed system-
atically with tasks explicitly described and designed to elicit behaviours that are 
to some extant anticipated

design of task crucial stage in analysis



group-in-focus

Data triangulation 

methodological triangulation

Within method

Between method

data triangulation
time 

space

person



Case study reporting 

case being of educational value
Educational case study

Opportunity available for fieldwork 

The 1MX class 



Classroom realities 



Formelsamling i matematikk

Sinus Matematikk: 1mxy Grunnbok

 coSinus Matematikk: 1mxy oppgåve-
samling

The obtaining of consent 



Data collection, values, outline of chapters 

Data collection in cycles 



group-in-focus

Values and ethical issues 

 



Outline of data chapters in thesis 

Chapter and case number Chapter and case title 

Chapter 4 A collaborative classroom practice 

Chapter 5 The consolidation of meaning 

Chapter 6 Problem solving-know-how 

Chapter 7 Cooperative problem solving 

Formats of data presentation 



Transcription codes in audio recording 

Code Description 

 

Two column format in classroom teaching-learning 

Abbreviation-Convention Description 

But I think … 



Event Person Utterance Action 

xxx

x
x

I am not very good at mathe-
matics. I don’t have confi-
dence 
Just go ahead and try 



Analysis and writing 

interpreting

sectioned

narrowed 

reduction of data



ap-
plied my units of analysis

importance of historicity and sequentially

chose the first three topics to report on in my thesis

 
grounded themes

inability to discuss in depth

the breadth of such a view



4. A collaborative classroom practice 

collaborative practice

cooperative 
learning



A single teacher A team 
of teachers Cooperative learning is formalised

A single teacher 

How many cubes: the formation of student groups 



If you have a problem: the textbook 

Event Person Utterance Action 

the textbook

How else can we do this: the blackboard 

the blackboard

Event Person Utterance Action 



ways of operating fractions

fractions

Drawing parallels and alternate strategies 

Event Person Utterance Action 

ba ba



the textbook

simpler strategies conventions

Remove the brackets: the students’ notebooks 

Event Person Utterance Action 
What is the confusion 
Does 2 multiply 4 
Remove the brackets 



Do you get a 10 

Does 2 multiply the power 4 
Just remove the brackets 

Do you get a 10 

Remove the brackets 

Do you get a 10 

What is the power in …
One

exponents

the 



bracket

way of operating exponents

students’
notebooks

I don’t have confidence: the formula book 

the formula book

Event Person Utterance Action 



xxx

x
x

I am not very good at mathe-
matics. I don’t have confi-
dence 
Just go ahead and try 

stu-
dents’ notebooks



Brief summary of the first case 

The 
textbook 

the blackboard

students’ notebooks

The formula book

fractions the bracket exponents

ways of operating fractions ways of operating expo-
nents

larger share of teacher intention

verbal participation
restricted to brief answers



A team of teachers  

When together: cooperating at a representation 

When together 

 

 

 

How heavy How heavy

Will you show it on the board: speaking for oneself 



Event Person Utterance Action 

Will you show it in the 
board 

as

justifying ones 
knowing



transparency

group
cooperation classroom norm

How heavy: representing to cooperate 

How heavy? 

When together



What will x be now: speaking for the group 

personal and group meaning

common place 
and routine

student-centered

Three group-tasks in succession 



 
 
 

Follow Up

Follow Up

A brief summary of the second case 

the group-task

When together
How heavy

Proportionality Inverse Proportionality Follow Up



the blackboard

justification personal meaning
group meaning

trans-
parency

co-
operation norm in collaborative practice

practice more student-
centered

Cooperative learning is formalised 

Similar triangles: to start a topic with 



group
whole class

Event Person Utterance Action 

The angles of the two trian-
gles are equal 
They are similar 
The reason is they add up to 
180 degrees 
Values? 
Values  

Omvendt!  



Are angles and values the 
same as vinkles? 

visits to various group tables



group cooperation

individual thinking

personal meaning making



conscious use of terms

towards realising goals

presence of others physical and 
intellectual artefacts

group space

diversity

Pythagoras’ theorem: upon regrouping and the recess 

engagement



larger group space

Event Person Utterance Action 



What is hypotenuse 

c is hypotenuse 
I support him 

c multiplied by c or c2 



I don’t have confidence

Cooperative learning: the rules lived by 

Cooperative learning in mathematics – why and how? 
 

 

 
 

 
 



Cooperative Learning 
 
 
 
 
 
 

cooperative 
learning within a collaborative classroom practice became norma-
tive
A brief summary of the third case 

the group-task

equations geometrical diagrams

rea-
soning situated

intellectual artefacts

group space

engagement



consolidation of a collaborative practice

practice of cooperating and making meaning

Concluding discussion 

establishment of norms and practices

joint inten-
tionality

personal 
meaning group meaning making public of
meaning

afforded a particular kind of experience



sphere of prac-
tice

agents in their own learning

sense making microcosm

physical artefacts

intellectual artefacts

moments of mediated action 



transparency

student-centered
engagement

en-
culturation

ways of operating 
fractions ways of operating exponents

meaningful mathematics

individual development

group space

formation of consciousness

Problem solving know-how



Cooperative problem solving

A micro-culture

meaning making and cooperating 
at mathematics became the ideal of the environment



5. The consolidation of meaning 

Proportionality
Inverse proportionality Follow Up

Similar triangles,

Con-
solidation at the blackboard Consolidation of students’ meaning
Consolidation of intuitive knowin



Consolidation at the blackboard 

Homework and surprise: a prior finding is useful  

Event Person Utterance Action 



 
easiest way

it is sufficient
intersubjectivity

similar reasoning

ways of operating fractions

continuity
 



easiest possible way

Event Person Utterance Action 



a simpler way

ways of using brackets
ways of operating fractions



continuity

instance of knowing mathematics

How do you read 24: bilingual learning  

Event Person Utterance Action 

value 
of continuity



ways of operating exponents

privileged

ways of speak-
ing

Why is it one … it is correct: common sense 

Event Person Utterance Action 

nmnm aaa



generalisation

particular case
conjecturing

common sense



intellectual in nature

When we multiply we add: a genre  

 

Event Person Utterance Action 

a genre



sphere of prac-
tice

nmnm aaa

algebraic symbolisa-
tion verbal symbolisation

equivalent representations

active nature

Event Person Utterance Action 



Brief summary of the first case 

continuity

values

ways of using brackets

ways of speaking

a genre
semiotic transition

common sense

privileging

meaning making by the students active



Consolidation of students’ meaning 

Proportionality: depending on the concrete 
Proportionality

laboratory 
spring balance

Proportionality 



graphs

Event Person Utterance Action 

Is it a line? 



group space

his textbook

textbook 
as a source of formal language in addition to information



personal mean-
ing

ways of writing

teacher guided the participation

it was for the stu-
dents to appropriate

re-appropriation

y x
y x the equation y x

Consolidation by Olaf: graph, table and formula 
Proportionality 



y x y
x y x

meaning of the word

y x y x



Inverse proportionality: earlier group-task mediates 

Inverse Proportionality

a piston and gas cylinder

ways of writing

re-
appropriation

ways of plotting graphs

Inverse Proportionality 



Event Person Utterance Action 

x y inversely pro-
portional

a,

x y a,
proportionality constant

x y

generalisation of the relationship
x

y y x
y x

y x

group-task 
 mediated attempts and meaning



Consolidation by Olaf: graph, table and formula 

Event Person Utterance Action 



We didn’t really get a con-
stant number 

to speak with

speaking-with-the-graph spoke-with-the-formula
spoke-with-her-calculator



A brief summary of the second case 

the textbook

ways of plotting graphs
ways of writing

re-appropriation

speaking-with-
the-graph speaking-with-the-formula speaking-with-the-
calculator

graph, table and for-
mula

knowledge artefact

Consolidation of intuitive knowing 



Scale factor in 2 dimensions: individual meaning 

unit



generalisation 

individual formulation

independent nature

‘overflow’



involvement
independence

Scale factor in 3 dimensions: intuitive meaning 

Event Person Utterance Action 



conjecture

geometrical drawings



used the teaching-
learning to check and ratify

A brief summary of the third case 

individual 

independent

intuitive

involvement

knowing

Concluding discussion 



physical artefact

intellectual artefacts

A micro-culture

ways of plotting graphs , ways 
of using brackets, ways of writing ways of speaking

presence of a 
goal

enhanced their intellectual capacities

participatory appropriation

re-appropriation



privileging

agency 

a genre

representation, reformulation and ob-
jectification

horizontal actions
vertical actions



objects-
that-can-be-use-for-a-certain-purpose

enculturation

nothing pas-
sive in education

cul-
tural forms of behaviour

continuity

common sense



‘Activity of scale factor’ 
Objective Subjective 

Activity Motive Action Goal Operations  Conditions 



 operations-conditions

identifying

designated

conjecture 

actions-goals
reasoning with different entities

activity-motive



increasingly intellectual nature of 
the transitions

knowl-
edge artefact

independ-
ent, individual and finally intuitive

participation and 
consolidation in teaching-learning increasing intellectual in nature



6.  Problem solving know-how 

Solutions to ques-
tions Applying known solutions From questions to problems



Solutions to questions 

But what does this mean: how to solve it 

Event Person Utterance Action 

n
n

a
a

a n
n

a
a



posing a problem
devised a plan

carrying out the plan

looking back

consolidation of meaning and problem solving are reflexive

n
n

a
a



The wrong possibility: attention to application 

Event Person Utterance Action 



the calculator

ways of operating the calculator

privileged

Brief summary of the first case 
The calculator

ways of operating the calculator

generalisation  
specialisation



geared towards their application to re-
solve

Applying known solutions  

Follow Up

What will x be now: using a solution as a tool 

Event Person Utterance Action 



xG
xH
xP

xxx
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

xxx

an equation

x

guess and check



privileging

Event Person Utterance Action 



a rhe-
torical device.

consecutive numbers

numerical example

knowledge artefact

‘rhetorical’ equation

knowledge artefact

Event Person Utterances Action 



convention

knowledge artefact



‘
Siv has a TV in the basement: using a mnemonic 

Event Person Utterances Action 

t v
s s = vt

v

mnemonic

v

visual and verbal

privileged

ways of remembering



easily remembering 

Follow Up: applying what is known  

Follow Up



graph, table and formula

y
x y x

y x

opportunity to cross-
check

meaning and knowing 
towards goals



Event Person Utterance Action 

Is the product a constant ? 

the calcu-
lator

a set of rules

the table



 

Brief summary of the second case 

continuity

knowledge artefacts

objectification
problem solving know-how

privileging 
guess and check rhetorical device

mnemonic
ways of remembering

Individual preferences

Follow Up

agency

speaking-with-the-calculator
solving-problems-with-the-calculator



P 
proportional-
ity

agency
spoke-with-their-graphs

Inverse Proportionality
mnemonic privileged

x y a

re-appropriated

Questions to problems 



What do we do now: becoming a problem 

Event Person Utterance Action 

We can use  a general formula 

 

I think 
Sure or I think 
I think 



the formula



congruence

become 
routine

situatedness of
question



value of students refuting a conjecture

Somehow had that feeling: becoming intuitive 

Event Person Utterance Action 
l

The teacher said  

Is that correct 

Page 29 



Can I ask you for help 
Yes 

Is that all 

Look at the fasit 

OK, OK! 
Should multiply by three zeros 
Somehow had that feeling 

way of applying the conversion

make the question at hand, a problem



ways of applying conversions

Brief summary of the third case 

possible to turn 
questions to problems that the students could solve

successive diagrams

formulae calculator textbook

ways of applying conver-
sions

more and 
more meaning

wanted to know how to put 
his calculator to use

meaning of the problem
problem of applying



Concluding discussion 

applying what is known in addition to knowing

physical artefact
the calculator

intellectual artefacts
the bracket the 

numerical example
the alge-

braic equation
the graph, table and formula

formulae of areas and volumes
successive geometrical 

diagrams

guess and 
check rhetorical question the mnemonic

privileged



ways of operating the calculator ways 
of remembering ways of applying conversions

ways of knowing how-to

presence of goals

zone of 
proximal development or ZPD 

education

specific values

knowledge artefacts



in routine teaching-
learning

apprenticeship

know-how becoming  tacit

reflexive nature

know-how is important
problem solving can be taught



‘Activity of applying graph, table and formula’ 
Objective Subjective 

Activity Motive Action Goal Operations  Conditions 



operations-conditions

actions-goals

Follow Up

activity-motive



instrumental in bring-
ing in more cognition

Page  Event Utterance  Action raised 
Turn

locate

Weigh consider
decide

argue
Gauge

recollect
Identify 

recall

Accept 
Recollect

Reason

Locate 

Recognise

decide

Calculate

Acknowledge

Express



Offer

Parallel

Relate

conjecture
Recall

Follow

Acknowledge

Justify
Reconsider

Add
compare

Set
Exemplify
Relate
Give
Admit

Look at the fasit Compare
Associate

within the 
micro-culture  that a ZPD enables know-how



7. Cooperative problem solving 

When to-
gether and How heavy Two bodies in motion SA/V ratio and me-
tabolism When together
How heavy

Two bodies in motion SA/V 
ratio and metabolism



When together and How heavy 

When together
How heavy

When together: cooperating at a representation 

When together 

 

 

 

would never meet

circularity of movement



 in 
physical 
and con-
crete 
terms



inadvertent mistake

patterns in themselves do not establish

if the white moves first



How heavy: representing to cooperate 

How heavy? 

not algebraic



a psychological tool



struggle with their personal and algebraic representations

categorised as al-
gebraic

visible use of algebra



Brief summary of the first case 
When together

reliance on pattern and com-
mon sense

given representation

having 
their students to collaborate 

existence of patterns
verbalisation and ar-

gumentation
How heavy

drew dia-
grams to represent and communicate

 
psychological tool

consolidate the practice of cooperating

Two bodies in motion 



What can we say from the given graphs? 

 
 

o 

o 

 
o 

o 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 

 

 



Which graph is which: reasoning with real life experiences  

Time Person Turn Utterance 

disagreement 
with Anja

relate actual motion to its representation
convincing the others



use of words

only later
agreement

Time Person Turn Utterance 

sound of a car accelerat-



ing

expressing personal experiences to 
convey and share meaning so as to convince others

Time Person Turn Utterance 

Doying!

explained the graph 
to herself



agreement 

relied on another sound

appropriated a technique

‘Doying!’

first sound share personal meaning
second sound

accepted strategy
Doying!

Movement of elevator: in terms of the graph 



conjecture

sought the approval

considered what might happen

Time Person Turn Utterance 

Doying! Doying! Doying!

Doying! Doying! Doying!



a sequence of ‘Doying!’ sounds

to just copy P, Q and R

Doying!
mediate their experiences from real life

usage of sound

also success-
ful

graphs as intellectual artefacts
only upon the actions 

 towards the goals provided by the task
presence of shared meaning

Doying!
re-appropriation

individual preference in the 
use of mediational means



Ball thrown on the moon: experience found wanting 

many new and conceptual issues 
became part of the problem

lack of common and shared 
understanding lack of

personal experience
common sharing of these aspects



Doying!

 

Brief summary of the second case 

of agreement and disagreement, and of consciousness

existence of intersubjectivity
sharing of understanding reaching of agreement



to bring meaning 
to the given representation lack 
of such an experience

lack of a shared experi-
ence

effective and creative use of sound

re-appropriation

agency
speak-with-graph speak-with-sound

conscious actions of behalf of the 
students

speaking of personal experiences through the 
graph

increase in intersubjectivity shared under-
standing creation of artefacts

SA/V ratio and metabolism 



Surface Area and Volume ratio: intuitive  

What can we find out about surface area and volume? 

 
 

 
 



initial conjecture

finalised his pattern

intuitive nature



summarised his observations with ease

Time Person Turn Utterance 

alge-
braic ratio agreed with the numerical values

Metabolism: questioning reality 

metabolism



volume of the cell cell’s metabolism

surface area of the cells exchange of materials

Time Person Turn Utterance 

nature of metabolism is 
related to the dimension of the radius

Time Person Turn Utterance 



metabolism of the cell was better 
when the cells had a smaller radius

Time Person Turn Utterance 

whether cells are 
really spherical

based upon an assump-
tion ‘mathematics in the 



tables’ a ‘theory’
firmly ques-

tioned the reality
Living cells: reason based on assumption 

Time Person Turn Utterance 

conclusion

 a free ride

passive role
had to agree

‘just had to observe’
‘together’

Brief summary of the third case 

intuitive nature of calculating



modelling phase

calculating
comparing

agreeing

identifying

recognising
reasoning

assuming

conjectured
questioned

a free ride

Concluding discussion 



intellectual artefacts

contributed specifically to modelling

actual reality
virtual reality

for-
malise the representation of the algebraic equation

enable instruction of greater abstrac-
tion and generalisation graph

medium and tool

collective common sense

intelligence is 
socially constructed

normative nature of coop-
erative learning

presence of goals

shared experience and under-
standing



personal meaning
objectified

newer cultural forms of behaviour
intersubjectivity

discourse the situation

outsideness

borrowing of others words to convince them

every word provokes its counter word

When together How heavy

Activity of using a representation and representing 
Objective Subjective 

Activity Motive Action Goal Operations  Conditions 



operations-conditions

ac-
tions-goals

activity-
motive

group tasks

intrinsically a teachers artefact

cooperation of students
collaboration in the 

classroom

cooperative problem 
solving is premised upon drawing each other into one’s own ZPD



8. A micro-culture 

The three topics in mathematics 

Number understanding 
number understanding

fractions

the bracket



exponents
terminology

generalised as rules
specific cases

common and shared 
understanding

privileged

 application

the calculator

existence of personal mean-
ing individual nature of its becoming propositional

common sense



Equations and proportionality  
equations and proportion-

ality

algebraic expressions

coefficient of a bracket

an unknown a mne-
monic for remembering

simple equations

relative designation
consequent designation

common sense of guess and check

reference to concrete experiences

conjectured 
formalised 

abstracted

abstracted in similar manner

identified
cooperation 

drew heavily on the personal meaning and experiences
lack of per-

sonal and shared meaning that hindered resolution



Scale factor in similar figures 
scale factor in similar 

figures

scale factor or ratio

designated

consolidated in its application

intuitive

calculated numerically expressed alge-
braically model



Mediated action and agency 

Physical artefacts 

the textbook

reference

group space

continuity 

the blackboard

externalisation of thinking
justification

speaking  on behalf of
dis-

cussion
coopera-

tion between the teachers

engagement



students’ notebooks

personal 
knowledge

reflection

a sense of judgement

the formula book
ready reckoner

 was 
the calculator

The group-task
to mediate goal-directed activity

of intended outcomes

the teacher’s artefact 



Intellectual artefacts 

fractions

decimals
Exponents

Brackets

simple 
equations  

ratios scale fac-
tor

graphs

Conventional geometrical diagrams

mathematical symbols 

relational signs
numerals

terminology



conceptual nature

intellectual nature

significance
 

associated reasoning

models 
of reasoning

guess and check rhe-
torical questions mnemonic

Doying!

Doying!

a genre



Mobility and positioning 

mobility

significant

positioning

significance 



limitations

analytical isolation

 judge-
ment

contextual goals

inability in access

practical distinction



Agency 

agency

speaking-with-the graph speaking-with-the-formula speak-
ing-with-a-calculator speaking-with-the-table  

externalise 
their thinking and communicate  in 
terms of the mediational capabilities afforded

teaching-with-a-group-task

enhance communication

intention 

choice

goal

explaining the existence of diver-
sity accounting for the diversity of re-
sponses

existence of freedom



Theoretical knowing and knowledge artefacts  

Ways of knowing mathematics 

didactical ways of knowing

ways 
of operating fractions ways of operating exponents ways of using 
brackets ways of plotting graphs ways of operating the calculator
ways of following convention

pedagogical ways of knowing

group space
engagement



 use 
of students’ attempts

homework classwork
privileging

guess and 
check rhetorical questions mnemonic

linguistic ways of 
knowing 

use of termi-
nology

network of con-
cepts co-opted by such usage

ways of speaking

ways of writing

genre 

significance of values

con-
tinuity



transparency

common sense

making and correction of errors
encouragement of differ-

ent strategies
easier and simpler ways 

of attempting what is 
sufficient to do application of similar rea-
soning 

wider unit of analysis

two dimensions of rela-
tionships



Knowledge artefacts 

examples in textbook

mnemonic

the solution

the group-task



Participation in context 

Classroom practice 

collaborative practice

group-tasks

 personal meaning

to have a history

 ways of knowing
democratic participation

a micro-culture possible



Contexts of teaching-learning 

teaching-learning of mathematics

shared, common and accessible

teachers visited stu-
dents’ tables

prior meaning and experience

an intentional environment

following conventions
larger mathematical praxis

‘Activity’ and appropriation 



‘Activity’ 

designated
consolidated

personal meaning objectified 
propositional meaning subjectivised

ex-
pressed

sought 
ap-

plied

propositional meaning applied

initiation
consolidation

students’ participation
objectified teachers’ intentions subjectivised



Re-appropriation  

writing in the textbook

‘P, Q and R’

‘Doying!’

mnemonic

generic appropriation
individual re-appropriation

need to appropriate



The micro-culture constituted  

The centrality of meaning making 

of the practice
in the practice



The goal-directness of problem solving 

meaning to teaching-learning



A comprehensive Zone of Proximal Development 



Some implications of my study 
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Appendices 
A.1: Categories of factors in problem solving instruction  

A.2: The spiral of knowing  



A.3: Feedback worksheets 









 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 







A.4: Kinds of data triangulation 



A.5: Permission from publishers 



A.6: Letter asking for consent and consent slip 





A.7: Copy of letter from the NSD  









A.8: Status of data  





A.9: Confirmation of declaration from the NSD  

A.10: Layout of topics on blackboard 



A.11: Data collected during fieldwork 

Summary of data collected in the year 2004-2005 
 

Cycle 1 

When together, How heavy

When together How heavy

Cycle 2 

Proportionality Inverse proportionality Follow Up

What can we say form the given graphs? 



Cycle 3 

Kappabel

Similar triangles, Pythagoras’ Theorem-Proof, Similar figures 
and area (scale factor)

What can we find out about surface area and volume? 

Cycle 4 

Probability of an event Independent events

What can we find out, probably? 
 

Cycle 5 



Straight lines and linear functions, Linear regression, Poly-
nomial functions, Solution of a quadratic-graphic and with 
calculation, Quadratic equations in practical situations

What can we know from the straight line graph? 
 

Cycle 6 

Exponential functions, Logarithms, Graphs in exponential 
functions

How about another graph? 
 

Cycle 7 

Square laws [ ],Factorisation 

Can we find a formula? 
 



A.12: Some of the tasks shared with the teachers  



Reading, Writing and Proving
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Reading, Writing and Proving
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Crossing the river with dogs

 

 

 

Crossing the river with dogs

 

 





A.13: Three group-tasks in succession: proportionality 







A.14: Group-task on similar triangles 



A.15: Students’ responses: Similar triangles 









A.16: Some challenges brought in by students 



A.17: Students’ responses to group-task: Proportionality 









A.18: Students’ responses to group-task: Inverse proportionality 







A.19: Students’ responses to group-tasks: Follow Up 









A.20: Two bodies in motion 

What can we say from the given graphs? 
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A.21: SA/V ratio and metabolism 






